Directions to Wesseling site

Evonik Industries AG
Wesseling Site
Gate 2: visitors & logistics
Bruehler Strasse 2
50389 Wesseling
Germany

GPS-coordinates:
Length: 006° 58’ 40” O
Width: 50° 49’ 88” N

By car:

• Follow the Autobahn A 555.
• Take exit Godorf in the direction of Wesseling.
• Turn right at the T-junction.
• Turn left after the overpass and you will be heading toward the visitor entrance at gate 2.

Our advice: If using a GPS navigation system, enter Kölner Straße 100, 50389 Wesseling (address of the first building next to the Wesseling premises).

By train:

• Take the U16 train and get off at Wesseling Nord. Walk the remaining distance of approx. 300 m to gate 2.